Wireless communication with PLICSRADIO
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Wireless signal transmission – simply reliable
Less time and effort

High reliability

Although the wiring of industrial plants is generally

Decisive for the success of wireless signal transmis-

very time and cost intensive, wireless signal trans-

sion: the high reliability of the transmission system.

mission caught on very slowly. The technology that

PLICSRADIO devices meet the requirements of

is already common practice in office communication

industry and reduce maintenance and shutdown

and private life is now beginning a successful take-

periods as well. PLICSRADIO thus adapts radio-

over of industrial applications. With PLICSRADIO,

supported measurement technology optimally to

sensors wirelessly transmit their measurement data

industrial applications by making it simple, safe

and settings to the control room or to a relay station.

and reliable.

PLICSRADIO from VEGA stands for simplified installation and great flexibility in adjustment, parameterisation and diagnosis from a distance.
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A comparison:
Wired versus wireless
Complex and expensive:
wired instrumentation
The number of cables leading to sensors has already
been reduced to a great degree in wired signal transmission. In classic instrumentation for process automation, 4 … 20 mA signals are mostly used. Bus systems,
such as e.g. Profibus PA and Foundation Fieldbus, are
now being implemented more frequently. These bus
systems as well as most analogue systems use twowire signals. To be sure, the simple signal testing and
low training costs are a good argument in favour of
traditional wired instrumentation. On the other hand,
the costs of planning, installing and servicing a wired
signal transmission are considerably higher.

DCS
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Cost-effective and reliable:

The advantages of radio-supported

radio based communication

instrumentation at a glance

From simple planning to first installation to uncompli-

■ Reduced installation costs

cated system extension at a later time: PLICSRADIO
makes a lot of things easier and cheaper. Not only do
the planning, building and material for the cable lines
involve fewer costs, but the costs of components for
connection, distribution and transmission of measurement data are also lower. Another cost aspect: beside
the installation and setup time, maintenance and shutdown periods are also reduced through radio-supported data communication with PLICSRADIO.

■ E/A components no longer necessary
■ Jumper boards no longer necessary
■ Less switching cabinet space
■ Less documentation
■ Simple planning
■ Simple installation and setup
■ Simple diagnosis
■ Efficient maintenance
■ Easy system extension
■ Good accessibility
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■ State-of-the-art technology

DCS
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The technical concept of PLICSRADIO
Versatile and flexible: radio-supported

Principle of operation

communication

PLICSRADIO enables simple wireless transmission

PLICSRADIO was developed for the wireless applica-

of 4 … 20 mA/HART signals and switching conditions.

tion of VEGA products for measurement of level, limit
level and pressure. Modern radio technology makes
PLICSRADIO reliable and the modern VEGA plugand-play feature makes it simple. PLICSRADIO can
reliably replace and extend existing wired installations. Radio-supported communication is especially
advantageous in situations where traditional wiring

An emitting unit records the measured values and can
simultaneously be used as intrinsically safe power
supply for sensors connected via cable. A receiving
unit picks up the measured values via the radio link
and, depending on the version, transfers them to a
4 … 20 mA output or a processing unit. An indicating
unit located within the radio range can also be used

would require considerably more work and expense.

to display the measurement data.

Typical examples:

Configuration of a standard

■ Overcoming obstacles

measurement loop

■ Extension of existing systems
■ Mobile plant components (e.g. mobile conveyor belts)
■ Temporary installations

)))))))))))))))

■ High silos
■ Plants with widely scattered instrumentation
■ Pilot plant stations, which are often later
converted
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4 ... 20 mA
PLICSRADIO T61

PLICSRADIO R61

PLICSRADIO T61 - Single channel emitting unit
Signal input
■ 1 x HART
Indication via PLICSCOM
Adjustment via PLICSCOM or
PACTware
Operating voltage
■ 10 … 48 V
■ 90 … 250 V

PLICSRADIO R61 - Single channel receiving unit
Signal output:
■ 1 x 4 … 20 mA
Indication via PLICSCOM
Adjustment via PLICSCOM or
PACTware
Operating voltage
10 … 48 V
■ 90 … 250 V
■

PLICSRADIO D61 - Single channel indicating unit
Indication via PLICSCOM
Adjustment via PLICSCOM
Operating voltage
■ 10 … 48 V
■ 90 … 250 V

PLICSRADIO T62 - Multiple channel emitting unit
Signal inputs
■ 3 x HART or
■ 1 x 4 …20 mA and 2 x HART
Indication via PLICSCOM
Adjustment via PLICSCOM or
PACTware
2 x switching input
Operating voltage
■ 10 … 48 V
■ 90 … 250 V

PLICSRADIO R62 - Multiple channel receiving unit
Signal outputs via
PLICSRADIO C62
■ 3 x 4 … 20 mA
■ 3 x switching output
Indication via PLICSCOM
Adjustment via PLICSCOM or
PACTware
Operating voltage
■ 10 … 48 V
■ 90 … 250 V

PLICSRADIO C62 - Multiple channel processing unit
Processing system for
PLICSRADIO R62
■ Signals of 6 measurement loops
■ 3 x 4 … 20 mA
■ 3 x switching output
Interfaces
■ RS232 or
■ Ethernet
Indication and adjustment on the
instrument or via PACTware
Integrated Web server
Operating voltage
■ 20 … 250 V
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PLICSRADIO –
State-of-the-art technology
Competitive edge: parameterisation
via radio link
PLICSRADIO is one of the few wireless systems that
can do more than just transmit measurement signals.
It also allows parameter adjustment of the wireless
components and, thanks to the FDT/DTM technology of PACTware, also the connected sensor. Diagnosis and parameter adjustment of PLICSRADIO
components, signal conditioning instruments and
field instruments can even be carried out from a PC
connected to the plant Ethernet network. The use
of a network PIN gives additional protection against
unauthorized access. The individually selectable
radio channel is used for differentiation when several
PLICSRADIO radio networks are used in a plant.

Maximum reliability through modern
technology
PLICSRADIO is reliable due to:
■ Uninterruptible data transmission
■ Direct downlink to process control systems
■ Robust, dust and water proof housings
■ FCC approval
■ Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum
(FHSS methode)
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Two emitting units

Sophisticated protection against signal

with differing ranges

interference

All PLICSRADIO emitting units are available with

With PLICSRADIO, emitter and receiver switch cycli-

ISM modules in two frequency versions, each for a

cally between up to 25 different frequencies. In this

licence and registration free transmission range. The

procedure, small data packages are emitted at a very

standard version operates with 2.4 GHz; for increa-

high rate, which considerably increases transmis-

sed effective range, the version with 900 MHz emit-

sion reliability. Through the use of the FHSS method

ting frequency is applied. A transmitting power of only

(Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum), disturbance

17 dBm (50 mW) is sufficient for the 2.4 GHz version

sources are rendered ineffective and a large number

resp. 21.5 dBm (140 mW) for the 900 MHz version,

of PLICSRADIO systems can be operated at the

since VEGA uses high-sensitivity receivers. By com-

same time. The narrow-band signal transmission

parison: a mobile phone emits with a power of 2 W.

ensures high eavesdropping security. Disturbance

Effective ranges at a glance:

or reflections are reduced by this spread spectrum

from other electromagnetic waves, interferences
■ 2.4 GHz ISM module:

up to 500 m

■ 900 MHz ISM module: up to 1,600 m
■ with GSM modem:

unlimited

Indication of the signal strength in PLICSCOM

system. If a failure occurs on one frequency, the error
detection rejects the affected data package and carries out a data update after switching to the next
frequency.

Indication of the signal quality in PLICSCOM
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Reduced installation work brings
down costs
Less preliminary work necessary
With PLICSRADIO, the simplifications for the setup of a measurement loop already begin in the planning stage. The simple topology
also makes later modifications much easier and the system fit for the
future.
■ Easy segment calculation
■ More flexible system topology
■ Faster system planning and implementation
■ Uncomplicated configuration
■ Simple documentation of wiring and jumper stages
■ Round antennas (dipole) require no alignment
■ No permit necessary for the radio equipment
For installation sites with difficult reception conditions, the antenna can
be placed farther away from the sensor by using an additional
antenna cable. For such cases, a supplementary beam antenna (Yagi)
is also available as accessory.

Reduced labour and material costs
Especially when it comes to material requirements, PLICSRADIO has
clear advantages compared with wired installations: to be sure, each
emitter and receiver requires a connection to the power grid, but the
overall lower material requirements as well as the reduced number of
wiring errors are still a convincing argument.
■ No need for cables and cable trays
■ Less switching cabinet space
■ Fewer connection points
■ No need for E/A components
■ No need for jumper boards
■ No need for Ex barrier thanks to intrinsically safe power supply
for sensors via PLICSRADIO T61 and T62
■ No need for construction permits for cable crossovers (bridges)
And of course there is also no need for earthworks, i.e. digging or
tunnelling, when wireless data transmission is implemented. Cables
damaged during construction work are a thing of the past.
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Fast setup and commissioning
Well thought out preparation in advance

Setup and diagnosis options with

The settings of the PLICSRADIO components, such

PLICSCOM

as radio channel or radio PIN, as well as the fine-

■ On-site: Clear text information in the indicating

tuning of said components can be carried out before
installation. At the installation site, automatic detection mechanisms ensure that the networks or communication partners are recognized automatically.
VEGA can deliver completely pre-configured systems
for specific applications if such are required.

and adjustment module PLICSCOM
■ Diagnosis of signal strength and quality of the
radio link
■ Advanced diagnosis with PC via FDT/DTM
and PACTware
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Implementation of different signal types

Single channel for HART
sensors
PLICSRADIO T61

)))))))))))))))

PLICSRADIO R61

PLICSRADIO T61 is the single channel
version and an ideal replacement for

Power Supply

Power Supply
4 ... 20 mA

the classic cable running from HART
sensor to control system. Beside this
on-site emitting unit, there is the corresponding receiving unit PLICSRADIO
R61. This unit is near the control room,
receives the radio signal and delivers
the appropriate 4 ... 20 mA signal
directly to the control system.

Multiple channel version for
PLICSRADIO T62

)))))))))))))))

Power Supply

PLICSRADIO R62

other signal types
The multiple channel emitting unit

Power Supply

HART

PLICSRADIO T62 wirelessly transmits, apart from HART signals, also
4 … 20 mA signals as well as binary
switching inputs (e.g. level switches)
to the receiver PLICSRADIO R62. This

4 ... 20 mA
Power Supply

receiver then passes on the informa-

3 x 4 ... 20 mA
3 x Relais
RS232 / Ethernet

conditioning instrument, where the

PLICSRADIO C62

tion to the PLICSRADIO C62 signal
signals are made available for analogue outputs, relay outputs or RS232
interfaces with modem or Ethernet
connection.
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Wireless VMI solutions with WEB-VV

Easier realisation of VMI concepts

VEGA VMI software WEB-VV

Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI) optimises perform-

VEGA instruments for recording volumes and levels

ance in the logistic chain because the supplier has

which serve as basic inventory information are opti-

access to the inventory and requirement data of his

mally complemented by WEB-VV. This software

customer. This enables considerable cost reductions

makes use of all the modern Internet technologies for

in the logistic process in many industries. The use

wide-ranging offers of services. The recorded level

of wireless PLICSRADIO components facilitates the

data are read in, archived and graphically visualised

realisation of VMI concepts considerably and lowers

according to predetermined settings. Charts, bar

the cost of their implementation.

graphs and trend presentations belong to the standard range of functions, as well as visual and acoustic messages. WEB-VV also provides for integration
into inventory control systems and access via
Internet.
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VMI solution with PLICSRADIO
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Application example
Overcoming obstacles

One solution for many situations

Radio link reduces costs

With PLICSRADIO, signal data overcome

Laying cables usually generate higher costs than

obstacles like

using radio technology for the transmission of

■ Streets and railroad lines

measurement signals – especially when direct

■ Rivers and canals
■ Fences and walls
■ Hillocks and valleys
■ Buildings and plant structures
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cable channels are hindered by natural barriers or
buildings. Digging ditches and tunnels, constructing cable trays and laying cables are all costintensive undertakings. Building permits often
have to be applied for – a drawn-out process that
further increases the time and expense. By using
radio technology, factory premises and buildings
can remain unchanged. A further advantage:
the subsequent costs for maintenance of cable
systems can also be omitted.
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Application example
Extending existing systems
Capacity expansion with PLICSRADIO

Easy modernisation of existing

PLICSRADIO can take over signal transmission to and

measurement technology

from the newly-built production and storage facilities

PLICSRADIO offers clear economic advantages

without subsequent, costly wiring work in existing plants
and without interrupting on-going production. In the context of expansion measures, the technical infrastructure
for incorporating further sensors is often missing too.
Due to the time savings in planning and installation, wire-

when the measurement technology in existing plants
has to be modernised. Retrofitting can be carried out
in difficult to access locations in the plant and without
interrupting production processes.

less signal transmission is the ideal way to increase
capacity quickly.
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Application example
Mobile plant equipment
For equipment operated at changing

For mobile and rotating containers

locations

Problems with signal cable lines on rotating containers

In raw materials mining, the place of production

or on mobile plant equipment, like robots and produc-

changes constantly and the environmental conditions
are rough. For mobile conveyor belts and roaming
construction sites, a robust, mobile solution for the
signal transmission offers compelling advantages.
Since supply voltage is often available on-site, wireless signal transmission with PLICSRADIO is a
practicable solution that is easy to implement.
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tion lines, are a thing of the past with PLICSRADIO.
The usual signal transfer by means of sliding contacts
or similar is susceptible to breakdowns and requires
a lot of maintenance. A wireless signal transmission
enables unfettered access to the functional units and
products.

Application example
Temporary installations
For time-limited applications

Dependable and compatible

Temporary installations of measurement technology

The signals of HART sensors – often deployed in pilot

or frequently changing equipment configurations

plants – can also be read in directly by PLICSRADIO

require a flexible infrastructure. PLICSRADIO accom-

components. This eliminates the frequent coupling

modates this need with its short installation time and

and uncoupling of electrical plug contacts when con-

fast setup. Even frequent setups and knockdowns, as

versions are carried out, and also the accompanying

are common in pilot plants in the chemical industry,

wear on those contacts.

can be ideally realised with this technology. It allows
the plant to be quickly and economically converted for
new production tests.
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Application example
Measurement in high places

Information at eye level
PLICSRADIO makes it possible to read the measurement data, such as filling level, of very tall silos or
tanks without signal cables having to be installed.
A PLICSRADIO D61 at the foot of the silo visualises
current measurements that are sent to a PLICSRADIO
R61 or R62 by a PLICSRADIO T61 or T62.
PLICSRADIO technology reliably bridges distances
up to 1,600 meters, so that even plant components
situated in high places can be reliably monitored.
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Application example
Widely scattered sensors
Reliable data communication over great
distances
Whether in large processing facilities or rambling
storage areas: with PLICSRADIO, measurement data
arrive reliably at the indicating instrument or the control centre even over great distances or difficult terrain.

Laying cables is not a real alternative, especially for
long distances, since the costs and time expenditure
involved are considerably higher than when wireless
PLICSRADIO from VEGA is implemented.
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plics® – an idea gains wide acceptance

Easy is better
plics® makes everything easier – from selecting to ordering,
right through to setup, maintenance and service. In this modular system, you combine exactly the performance features you
need to solve the measurement problem – both technically
and economically. Whoever has once worked with plics® can
apply the setup, wiring and adjustment concept to any other
application, and even to other measuring principles. Because
of the broad range of the technology and the “easy choose,
easy use” concept, plics® brings an element of security and
dependability to every application.

plics® – ideal for all applications
plics® offers the best prerequisites for maximum product
quality through reliable and exact measured values. For
responsible handling of all kinds of products, plics® instruments have all relevant approvals as well as instrument
and material certificates.

Easier for user and planner
plics® offers unrestricted selection and combination of
sensors, process fittings, electronics and housings. For the
engineering department, this translates into easy, straightforward planning and instrument selection. For the plant builder,
it means short delivery time, uncomplicated connection and
quick setup, and for the user, operational reliability, simplified
maintenance and reduced inventory costs.
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Indicating and
adjustment module
PLICSCOM

Housings
Plastic

Stainless
steel

Aluminium

Aluminium
(2 chamber)

4 ... 20 mA/HART

Profibus PA

Foundation
Fieldbus

Level switch

Thread

Flange

Sanitary

Radar

Ultrasonic

Guided
microwave

Vibration

Vibration

Capacitive

Process
pressure

Hydrostatic

Ship
approvals

Explosion
protection

Electronics

Process fittings

Sensor types

Level
measurement

Switching

Pressure

Approvals /
Certifications
SIL, Overfill
protection

Hygienic
standards
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PLICSCOM and PACTware

Setup and indication with PLICSCOM
PLICSCOM, with its entirely new adjustment philosophy,
offers extensive practical convenience. To allow easy use
from any position, it can be mounted in the housing in four
positions 90° apart. Indication and adjustment are carried
out via four plastic foil keys and a clearly arranged, graphicscapable dot matrix display. The adjustment menu with selectable language is clearly structured and enables easy setup.
After setup, PLICSCOM serves as indicating instrument: level
and pressure values are viewed directly through the screw-on
lid with glass insert in the desired unit and presentation style.

Diagnosis and service with PLICSCOM
In case of malfunction, the cause of failure is displayed on
PLICSCOM. In addition, instrument data such as measuring
range, process fitting, seal material as well as recorded process data of level, pressure and temperature can be called up.
In conjunction with suitable instruments, PLICSCOM can also
display echo curves. When a sensor is replaced, PLICSCOM
ensures that the measurement loop is quickly up and running
again – all sensor data are saved with a quick keystroke and
transferred afterward to the replacement sensor.
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Configuration and parameter adjustment with
PACTware
PACTware is the innovative configuration software for all field
instruments, from mobile computer to process control centre.
As a free-of-charge, manufacturer-independent software,
PACTware constitutes the fieldbus-independent interface for
data exchange between all current protocols of communication-capable field devices, such as e.g. HART and Fieldbus.
In practice this means: one single program with a consistent
user interface enables adjustment and operation of all plics®
instruments in any application.

Asset Management with PACTware
Because PACTware enables plant-wide failure recognition
and evaluation, it is an ideal decision platform for maintenance measures. It makes the data of all communication
components and field devices continuously and centrally
available. After the status of field instruments and other
plant components has been recognised and evaluated,
proactive maintenance, for example, can be carried out.
This increases plant availability and ensures smooth,
trouble-free production.
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